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This brilliant, innovative book offers an engaging new way for children to discover and learn basic

concepts of the alphabet. By running their finger along large, grooved letters, children can explore

each shape. Colorful lift-the-flaps on every sturdy page further reinforce easy learning. Each board

page features a capital letter that a child can trace with their finger, a flap to lift to find a surprise,

and bright illustrations!The bright and graphic illustrations include cuddly animals and familiar

objects. Also, included are helpful hints on how to extend the fun with guessing games, writing

exercises, and more!
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This is exactly what I was looking for for my toddler. A simple, engaging ABC book for teaching the

alphabet without too many distracting illustrations. The letters are large and are indented so little

fingers can trace them while they learn and the letters are the star of the page. There are two

association words/illustrations for each letter, with one being hidden under a flap/door--so it's very

engaging!

Love this book! I'm a speech language pathologist so I'm very picky about the books I buy for my

child. This is a great one!



My 20 month old knew all of her letters on sight and I credit that mainly to this book. We somehow

misplaced it and I am placing another order.

Cute book. Images are easy on the eyes, not too busy. The flip portion is easy to open for both

parent and toddler. And the book is made of sturdy good quality thick paper/cardboard.

I've been reading some reviews that seem a little picky to me, but that might be because I'm reading

it to my 5 month old. All I know is that she LOVES this book so I had to write a review. It's awesome

having two words to talk about for each letter. We noticed she gets excited when we get the book

out to read. I can understand that I might be more picky when she's older, but I think this a great

book for babies who should be hearing the letters, and not too much more.

My two year old loves this book. I think she's still a little too young to understand the concept of

letters but she enjoys tracing the letters and opening the flaps.

Fun book to read with kids. There are flaps to open and little indents to trace your finger along the

letter. Interactive reading at its best.

Granddaughter knows the ABC's. This book iscgreat for letting her learn to trace each letter. She is

2 years.
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